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New technology for improved cloud storage offers unlimited online storage and fast
online storage backup for small businesses.

(Newswire.net -- December 6, 2013) Tucson, AZ -- The senior technical staff at Just
Cloud are pleased to announce new, breakthrough technology which offers small-to-
midsize businesses the best value in cloud storage, by providing online storage backup
and unlimited online storage at industry-low prices. Nowadays, small businesses gain
enormous competitive advantages simply by storing all files online, and putting the
enterprise entirely “on the cloud.” And, instead of buying and operating in-house storage

and hosting servers, a small businessperson can save serious money by choosing a monthly storage, backup and
hosting plan on the Just Cloud platform.

Storage and backup for business success

 

With recent concerns about data security, data-intensive companies and companies which must store sensitive client
data seek practical, economical ways to store, access and utilize their data. Although most companies keep some IT
functions in-house, leading companies have discovered the competitive advantages offered by JustCloud services
featuring unlimited online storage and online backup.

 

JustCloud provides clients with a full range of business solutions for online storage, hosting, backup and security . By
using the company's platform with newly-enhanced storage and backup tools, clients save money and are better able
to focus on core business competencies and better serve their own customers.

How JustCloud works

 

The platform uses a small desktop app or mobile app to backup your files onto the cloud. JustCloud performs
continuous backup of your files in real-time, so users can access all their data anywhere, anytime, from any device.
In fact, the company has recently posted a video showing JustCloud features and functions. [Link to video(s)
demonstrating JustCloud]

The JustCloud online control panel lets users access all stored, backed-up and synchronized files from any computer
or device with Internet connection. Mobile users find the platform especially flexible and useful for active small
businesses. Best of all, JustCloud works well across all platforms-- Office networks and desktops, PCs and laptops,
tablets and mobiles, without any need for USBs and flash drives to carry data between locations.

JustCloud features & functions

Access any file anywhere, anytime, from any device
Automatically sync all files across multiple computers and devices
Mobile access to browse, handle and backup all data
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Share any or all files and folders with friends or associates
Security and file protection are the top priority, with 256-bit SSL encryption
Easy group collaboration on files in real time
All functions work in the background, without slowing user access

The JustCloud team

 

The JustCloud team includes some of the IT industry's leading data-storage professionals, with cumulative centuries
of experience in identifying and resolving tech issues, and in providing cloud storage and other data solutions for
business. Working with proprietary cloud storage technologies, the team has developed new tools and solutions for
businesses that require secure, ample storage capacity at an economical cost.

To learn more about the benefits and savings from cloud storage, please contact the JustCloud team directly. 
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